**PROBLEM:** I found a citation for an article I’d like to read. How can I find out if the library has this article?

**SOLUTION:** Use the Serials Solutions “Citation Linker” tool!

Use this tool if:
- You know the elements of a citation for a journal article that you want, and/or…
- You would like to search all the library’s subscriptions for a specific article.

**Minimum requirements to make this work**
- The important details of an article’s citation (author, article title, name of the journal, volume, issue, date, starting page#).
- HELPFUL: the journal ISSN, DOI, or PMID

**To find a journal to search or browse, do this:**
1. Roll your pointer over the JOURNALS tool from our website [http://library.newpaltz.edu], to pull down the menu choices, then
2. Click on the link to “Citation Linker”
3. Select proper format and type in the citation details of the article you are looking for and click on the “Look Up” button.
4. Then, in the results, check the dates covered by our subscription and the databases in which we subscribe to the journal (or in the Library Catalog if we have it in print form).
5. If the results show a link to the article in a database, click on it to go directly to that database to access the full text of the article.
6. If the results show a link to the Library catalog, that means the library might have it in the print collection.

Click on the link to “Journal” and, once in the catalog record for the journal, click on the “Is it here?” link to view the dates for the library’s print holdings. If it covers the date for your article, go to the appropriate library collection to find a print copy of the article.

7. If, on the other hand, the results show that the article cannot be found among our subscriptions, you might still obtain the article from Interlibrary Loan.